Welcome to my QR code Portfolio!

Imagine your students creating exceptional “Proof-of learning” multimedia projects and sharing them with their classmates, their parents and the world. These are examples of real students work and this is a QR code portfolio that makes sharing easy. If you need a QR code reader try; redlaser.com or QR Droid.

Warren Dale
learnsmarter.org
818-384-2820
Contact me!

My family’s “Thanksgiving traditions”, (2nd grader)

Marcus HS interdisciplinary project on WWII.

This video was made by a 6th grade ELL student. Six months later he transitioned out of ESL.

Ali’s creative, original poetry comes alive.

This is a 4th grade book report about the Greek Mythology.

Here is a trailer for a feature movie produced by High School Students.

A 1st grader’s report on the water cycle.